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(Dnydna virodhi). It throws a veil (the veil of creation) and hides
the true reality from our view ; it throws a mist on our understanding
and creates in us a tendency to attach ourselves to the creation as th.3
true reality.1
And if it ought to be our aim to discover the true Rsality, th.3 Ve-
ddntin rightly suggests, what Socrates taught in Greece :—^ Tarn in-
wards and know thyself."2
A study of Nature alone, in this view of the matter, will not help
us in reaching the goal. That study by itself is of use in the affairs
of this world—for the practical life of man, but not for the higher or
spiritual life. It must be made to subserve the higher end, and this
is possible only when man develops, by proper culture, his capacity
to grasp higher truths. He must rise above Nature and by close
introspection and development (under rigorous moral discipline) of
his powers, which are potentially great, endeavour to discover the
Divine truth, using, where necessary, the instruments famished to
him by Nature itself, but without attaching himself to, or identifying
himself with, them.
If he enters on the path. in the right attitude, he will begin to see
things differently; he will begin to realise that there is One eternal
Principle pervading all creatures and its appearance as Many is like
the ' reflections of the moon in water'3. He will begin to see that
the an&tman is being transformed and, by assimilation, takes on the
character of dtman itself, just as iron when heated becomes red hot
and acquires the properties of fire.4
In other words, he will begin to see that experience which, begins
in this world,, with the synthesis of the Self and, the Not-self-of dtrn'm
and its supposed antithesis anatman—must end in the Spiritual region
•with Unity and Identity.
How this is possible I have endeavoured to explain at length in the
previous chapter on. Knowing and Being.
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